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  HK Rotary DD goes international 

Duck Adoption - 87 At Conference 
 

We are off and running, or let’s say we are 
off and RACING. During the recent RI Con-
ference the DD Committee set up a Duck 
Adoption Station (DAS) complete with huge 
banner where Rotarians from around the 
world could Adopt a Duck, and that they did. 

It’s Duck Adoption Station Sign-up Time 
 

DD Committee says it’s sign up time! OK, 

as you see below, you’ll have many  

opportunities for a few hours adopting 

Ducks on available weekends. Shifts are 

bite size, folks truly want to Adopt a Duck. 

Sign-up now for April start-up.  

Specific dates and times will be posted soon for these DD Duck Adoption  
Stations (DAS) locations. Here’s the link (Cut/paste, favorites, to your URL) 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?
key=0AoFnJFznEkRYdG81aUJyZ1ZOMjZJaW5pazNNejBvcEE&usp=sharing#gid=0  

  

Think of bringing your spouse or a friend to create your own team, to compete 
for High DD Adoption Awards.   

Assaggio -  Hawaii Kai 
Walgreen - Hawaii Kai 
Safeway -  Hawaii Kai 

Long’s Drugs -  Hawaii Kai 
Aina Haina Shopping Center 
Kahala Mall (In discussion) 

 

FAQ 
 

How will folks find the Duck Adoption Stations?  While shopping, they will notice a 
6’ tall inflated rubber duck perched atop a car parked in the lot near the DAS. A large 
banner will draw additional attention. They’ll see Rotarians carrying clip boards of Duck 
Adoption Certificates (DAC), and scurry over to see wassup. IMUA! 
How will folks actually adopt a duck and why?  They’ll write their name & phone # 
on the stub of a DAC, and a Rotarian, or helper, will detach that, leaving them with the 
DAC and Rotary with the stub. The stub & the DAC will be #’d, as will the ducks. Win-
ning ducks=fabulous prizes for the folks holding a corresponding DAC. (Only $5 ea). 
 

In addition to helping with duck adoptions in the shopping malls,  
each Club Member will have pads of DAC for family, friends & associates. 


